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Motivation

• Legal texts now seen as data:
• Court decisions, statutes, and regulations.

• New sources of legal data are available:
• Harvard Caselaw Access Project.

• 6 .7 million US cases.

• New higher resolution  text analytic techniques
• Transformer language models (e.g., BERT)
• Extract case topics, legal areas, timeline events, 

legal tests, and outcomes.
• Identify bias in legal language.

• Center connects:
• Pitt Law &  RAND legal domain experts and 
• Pitt NLP/ML/text analytics researchers.
• Researchers at Duquesne Law and Worcester 

Polytechnic Inst.

Project Description

• Identify socially relevant empirical legal 
hypotheses testable via text analytics.

• Adapt and apply text analytics to extended 
legal data sets to evaluate hypotheses.

• Based on results, publish papers and apply 
for external funding to sustain Center’s 
research.

Context 

• Empirical legal studies were constrained to 

manual text analyses.
• Pitt team experienced in developing / 

applying new text analytics:
• Natural language processing
• Machine learning
• Applied to legal cases and statutes.

• Rand team and Pitt Law faculty experienced 
in identifying / evaluating socially relevant 
empirical legal hypotheses.

Potential Impact
• Focuses on important hypotheses. 

• re social issues: racism, gender equality, immigration, 
public health, crime, or education. 

• Policy implications for courts, police, civil society.
• Engages current literature.

• Empirical legal research field awakening to 
methodological possibilities of text analytics.

• Pedagogical opportunities.
• Motivate / engage law and prelaw students.
• Introduce students to technology and to socially-

relevant legal issues.
• Help students read legal decisions more effectively.

• Focal center for research on text analytics and 
legal studies in Pittsburgh.
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Project Deliverables

Initial Domain: Constitutionality of police automobile 

stops to search for drugs.

• Courts assess if police had reasonable suspicion 

that motorist is transporting drugs.

• “Driving while black” Problem: police may stop 

motorist due to racial bias.

Hypotheses: Machine learning models can: 

• learn to identify factors in opinion texts and 

• compute weights that courts assign to factors. 

• assess likelihood that court will find facts sufficient 

for search.

• investigate racial bias in court decision texts.

Step 1: Spring 2022: Begin research question work cycle (RQWC) for drug 

interdiction auto stop (DIAS) Factors RQ; instructional annotation

Step 2: Complete DIAS Factors RQWC; publish; submit proposals; 
Investigate 2 alt. RQ’s / funders
.

Step 3: Spring 2023: Begin RQWC for DIAS Bias RQ; 

Instructional annotation

Step 4: Complete BIAS RQWC; publish; submit proposals; 

Begin 2 alt. RQWCs & instructional annotation

Step 5: Spring 2024: Complete  2 alt. RQWCs; 

publish; submit alt. proposals

Research Question Work Cycle

1. Formulate hypothesis

2. Assemble the legal textual data

3. Develop type system and guidelines for annotating case texts 

4. Design text processing pipeline

5. Randomly select cases for training / test sets; train human annotators

6. Annotate training and test sets; compute inter-annotator agreement

7. Process training set through pipeline to train ML model

8. Process held-out test set through pipeline and evaluate model

9. Evaluate hypothesis given results. Prepare papers for publication

Research Questions

1. In auto stop cases, can ML/NLP/etc.:
a) Identify factors & weights, predict outcomes?
b) Identify implicit bias in case texts?

2. In no-knock search cases, which text patterns, tests, 
factors relate to (dis)approval?

3. Do judges with racial lexical bias tend to: 

• Reject discrimination complaints?
• Assign longer sentences to certain  defendants?

4. Do judges with traditional gender view bias, decide 
discrimination cases more conservatively?


